Recently, document and photograph digitization from a paper is very important for digital archiving and personal data transmission through the internet. To realize easy and high quality digitization of documents and photographs, we propose a novel digitization method that uses a movie captured by a hand-held camera. In our method, first, 6-DOF(Degree Of Freedom) position and posture parameters of the mobile camera are estimated in each frame by tracking image features automatically. Next, re-appearing feature points in the image sequence are detected and stitched for minimizing accumulated estimation errors. Finally, all the images are merged as a high-resolution mosaic image using the optimized parameters. Experiments have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method. Our prototype system can acquire initial estimates of extrinsic camera parameters in real-time with capturing images.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, document and photograph digitization from a printed or drafted paper is very important for digital archiving and personal data transmission through the internet. Though many people wish to digitize documents on a paper easily, now heavy and large image scanners are required to obtain high quality digitization. To realize easy and high quality digitization of documents and photographs, a hand-held camera that can be freely moved is competent. A high-resolution image of a document is expected to be synthesized by applying a video mosaicing technique to a movie taken by the mobile camera.
In the literature of video mosaicing, a number of methods have been explored and proposed. Szeliski 1 developed an image based video mosaicing method using 8-DOF projective image transformation parameters between pairs of input images. His method can be used when a target is a plane (planar image mosaicing) or optical centers of images are approximately fixed throughout the video capturing (panorama image mosaicing). After his work, several methods are proposed for extending this mosaicing technique.
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One of the major extensions is the use of image features instead of all the pixels in images in order to reduce calculation cost.
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Although the calculation cost is drastically decreased by such an extension, a synthesized image from a long image sequence is usually distorted because they only stitch features between successive frames and ignore the re-appearing features. There exists an error accumulation problem in estimating projective image transformation parameters between images.
In order to synthesize a high-resolution mosaic image with minimum distortion from a plane object tracing movie, we propose a novel video mosaicing method that estimates 6-DOF extrinsic camera parameters instead of using general 8-DOF projective image transformation parameters. First, our method estimates 6-DOF extrinsic camera parameters for each frame tracking image features in the captured images. After the initial estimate, re-appearing features are stitched throughout the input images and accumulated errors are minimized. Our method is based on the assumption that the documents are given on a plane paper and the image plane of camera in the first frame is approximately parallel to the plane object. Additionally, for reducing the degree of freedom of camera parameters, intrinsic camera parameters must be estimated in advance and they must be fixed throughout the image capturing. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a method for generating a high-resolution mosaic image. In Section 3, experimental results with documents and photos show the feasibility and the accuracy of the proposed method. Finally, Section 4 describes conclusion and future work.
VIDEO MOSAICING BY ESTIMATING EXTRINSIC CAMERA PARAMETERS
This section describes a method for generating a mosaic image with minimum distortion by estimating extrinsic camera parameters in capturing images. As shown in Figure 1 , the proposed method first estimates extrinsic camera parameters of a freely moving mobile camera (A), and a mosaic image is then generated by using the estimated parameters (B).
In the following sections, first, extrinsic camera parameters and error functions are defined. The stages (A) and (B) are then described in some detail.
Definition of extrinsic camera parameters
In this section, extrinsic camera parameters and an error function for estimating them are defined. In general mosaicing methods for planar mosaicing, the 8-DOF projective image transformation parameter H f is used for image registration and is defined for each successive image pair as follows:
where a is a parameter, and (u fp , v fp ) denotes the 2-D position of the feature p in the f-th frame image. By using this equation, images can be registered even if intrinsic parameters of the camera are unknown. However, this expression easily accumulates estimation errors because transformation parameters are defined only between two successive frames.
To reduce accumulative errors, we define the 6-DOF transformation matrix M f instead of H f in Eq. (2) using known intrinsic parameters. In this paper, as shown in Figure 2 , the transformation matrix M f of the f-th frame is defined between the mosaic image plane and the f-th frame image plane using camera position (t 1f , t 2f , t 3f ) and camera posture (r 1f , r 2f , r 3f ) parameters of the f-th frame. 
where (x p , y p ) is the position of the feature p in the mosaic image plane, (û fp ,v fp ) is the projected position of (x p , y p ) to the f-th frame image with the ideal camera model. The position (û fp ,v fp ) in the ideal camera image is transferred to the position (u fp , v fp ) in the real camera image by known intrinsic camera parameters including focus, aspect, optical center and distortion parameters. The transformation matrix M f defined in Eq. (4) is essentially the same as a usual extrinsic camera matrix except the omission of z-axis parameters, because a target object is always on the z=0 plane.
On the other hand, the position (u fp , v fp ) computed by Eq. (3) and known intrinsic camera parameters is not always consistent with an actually detected position (u fp , v fp ) in the real image due to quantization and detecting errors. In this paper, the squared errors E fp is defined as an error function for the feature p in the f-th frame as follows.
The sum of E fp is employed for estimating M f and (x p , y p ) in the following section.
Extrinsic camera parameter estimation
As shown in Figure 1 , the proposed extrinsic camera parameter estimation method is constructed of the three processes. First, extrinsic camera parameters M f from the first frame to the last frame are estimated by tracking features with the iterating process for each frame (a). Re-appearing features in the whole acquired images are then detected for bounding features even if they do not appear in successive frames (b). Finally, estimated extrinsic camera parameters are refined globally in the whole input image sequence (c). The following briefly describes each process.
Initial estimation by tracking features
In this process for each frame, an initial estimate of extrinsic camera parameter M f is computed by tracking image features. This process is basically an extension of our previous work. 8 In the first frame, M f is set as an identity matrix in accordance with the assumption that the image plane in the first frame is approximately parallel to the target object. The positions (x p , y p ) in the mosaic image plane of image features in the first frame are also computed based on this assumption. Note that even if the target object and the image plane of the first frame are not accurately parallel to each other, they are corrected at the refinement process.
In the succeeding frames (f > 1), M f is determined by iterating the following steps until the last frame.
Tracking of image features:
All of image features are automatically tracked from the previous frame to the current frame by using a standard template matching with Harris corner detector.
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The RANSAC approach 10 is also employed for eliminating outliers. Extrinsic camera parameter estimation: The tracked position (u fp , v fp ) in the f-th frame and the position in the mosaic image plane (x p , y p ) are used for estimating the extrinsic camera parameter M f . In this step, the error function p E fp is minimized by the non-linear squared minimization.
Estimation of feature position on mosaic plane:
The position (x p , y p ) in the mosaic image plane of each feature p is computed and refined in every frame by minimizing the error function f E fp .
Addition and deletion of features:
In order to obtain accurate estimates of camera parameters, good features should be selected. The set of natural features is automatically updated by checking conditions of features using multiple criteria.
By iterating the above steps, initial estimates of extrinsic parameters M f and feature positions (x p , y p ) in the mosaic image plane are automatically computed from the first frame to the last frame.
Detection of re-appearing features
In an input movie, some of image features usually come in to and come out from the sight of the camera in several times due to the camera motion. In this research, these re-appearing features are detected for bounding features to reduce accumulative estimation errors.
As shown in Figure 3 , the same image feature in a non-successive image pair often exhibits different looks as an effect of camera motion. To remove this effect, first, templates of all the features are projected to the mosaic image plane. Next, feature pairs whose distance is less than a given threshold are selected and tested with the normalized cross correlation function using multi-resolution templates. By using this approach, re-appearing features can be detected even if the templates of the features are rotated and distorted by camera motion.
Refinement of estimated camera parameters
In this process, the accumulation of estimation errors is minimized over the whole input. The accumulated estimation error E is given by the sum of re-projection errors as in Eq. (7) and is minimized with respect to the camera parameters M f and the feature positions (x p , y p ) in the mosaic image plane over the whole input.
By minimizing this error function, extrinsic camera parameters are refined and accumulated errors of the initial estimates are minimized.
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Generation of mosaic image
At the final stage, a mosaic image is generated by projecting pixels in the mosaic image plane to all the frame images using Eq. (3) with refined 6-DOF extrinsic camera matrix M f . In this paper, a blending method is employed to generate a smooth mosaic image.
A color of pixel on the mosaic plane C(x, y) is computed by colors of input images I f (u, v) and blending function W (u, v) as follows.
where (u f , v f ) is a projected position of (x, y) to the f-th frame image plane obtained by applying Eq. (3) and known intrinsic camera parameters.
EXPERIMENTS
To show the feasibility of the proposed method, a prototype image mosaicing system is constructed with a desktop PC (Pentium-4 3.2GHz, Memory 2GB) and a calibrated IEEE1394 CCD camera (Aplux C104T). The camera is hand-held. In experiments, two kinds of plane papers are used for the target objects. One is a printed A4 size document (sequence 1). The other is a printed photograph on an A4 size paper (sequence 2). In both papers, plus marks (+) are printed on 40mm grid points for quantitative evaluation.
Mosaicing for a document
As shown in Figure 4 , a target paper of document is captured as 640 × 480 images of 150 frames at 15 fps. First, initial estimates of extrinsic camera parameters are acquired by automatically tracking image features as shown in Figure 5 . In this experiment, 95 points on average of the image features are tracked per frame. After the initial estimate, re-appearing features are detected and accumulated errors are minimized. The number of detected re-appearing features is 129 points in this experiment, and the average re-projection error of the features after refinement is 0.75 pixel. Figure 6 illustrates the acquired extrinsic camera parameters and the feature positions on the mosaic image plane after the refinement process. The curved line shows the estimated camera path and pyramids show the camera postures in every 10 frames.
Finally, all the input images are unified into a mosaic image by using the estimated camera parameters as shown in Figure 7 . The generated mosaic image size is 1600 × 1916. We can confirm that the distortion of synthesized images is very little. However, some part of the mosaic image is unclear due to the shortage of the input image resolution. Super-resolution techniques should be attempted to solve it. The performance of our system for this sequence is as follows: 15 fps for image acquisition and initial parameter estimation, 1 second for detecting re-appearing features in 150 frames, 25 seconds for camera parameter refinement, and 16 seconds for mosaic image generation.
Mosaicing for a photograph
In this experiment, the target is a printed photograph. The target photograph is captured as 640 × 480 images of 150 frames at 15 fps as shown in Figure 8 . Simultaneously, image features are automatically tracked for acquiring initial estimates as shown in Figure 9 . The average number of tracked features is 90 points per frame. After the detection of 210 re-appearing features, the extrinsic parameters are refined. The average re-projection error of the features is 0.98 pixel. Figure 10 shows the extrinsic camera parameters and the feature positions on the mosaic image plane after refinement. It can be observed that the recovered camera path is smooth and there is no discontinuity.
Finally, the mosaic image is generated as a 1600 × 1997 size image as shown in Figure 11 . The performance of our system for this sequence is as follows: 15 fps for image acquisition and initial parameter estimation, 1 second for detecting re-appearing features in 150 frames, 42 seconds for camera parameter refinement, and 21 seconds for mosaic image generation. Although we can confirm that the distortion of synthesized images is very little, the re-projection error of the features is bigger and the computational time for the refinement is longer than the results for the document because there are more similar patterns in the photograph than in the document. first frame 30-th frame 60-th frame 90-th frame 120-th frame 150-th frame first frame 30-th frame 60-th frame 90-th frame 120-th frame 150-th frame Figure 11 . Generated mosaic image (sequence 2).
Quantitative evaluation
In this section, the distortions of the generated mosaic images are quantitatively evaluated by measuring the distances between adjacent grid positions. In the above two experiments, plus marks (+) have been printed on the target paper at every 40mm grid positions for this evaluation. First, the positions of the plus marks are acquired manually in the generated mosaic image. The distances between adjacent plus marks are then computed in the unit of pixel. The average, maximum, minimum and standard deviation of the distances are shown in Table 1 . The percentage of each value from the average distance is also shown in parenthesis. In this table, the standard deviation is considered as the average distortion of the generated image. Although the average distortion of the photograph is a little worse than that of the document, both the average distortions are sufficiently little for the purpose of digital archiving and personal data transmission. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a method for generating a mosaic image from a freely moving camera with minimum distortion. In experiments, two kinds of mosaic images are successfully generated in short time. In future work, super-resolution techniques should be attempted using estimated camera parameters for acquiring higher resolution images. The mosaicing method for non-plane targets will also be explored to realize a more useful and practical mosaicing system.
